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Intelligence picture of the emerging
threat landscape
Threat actors are always quick to identify new
ways to exploit vulnerabilities, whether these are
technical or psychological.
Cyber criminals and espionage threat actors are not
letting a global pandemic go to waste and have
begun using COVID-19 based phishing lures as part
of their efforts to infect victims with malware and gain
access to their infrastructure.
We’ve also seen hundreds of COVID-related domains
being created everyday, some of which may be
malicious infrastructure for use in future campaigns.
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Map from John Hopkins is being
used to market a phishing kit and
downloader

Mobile malware variants are
appearing on download sites

Some phishing campaigns are
using legitimate documents to
cover malware downloads

Smishing is increasing too
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Cyber challenges under COVID-19
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Responding to COVID-19: Threat Landscape
Ransomware actors have been very active in 2020.
They have expanded the range of sectors they target
and the value of ransom demands is increasing.
Sophisticated ransomware actors often conduct highly
targeted attacks against large organisations. Although
attack methods vary, many rely on malicious spam
messages to gain an initial foothold in a target network.
Some recent activity has capitalised on the COVID-19
situation:

•

the actors behind the malware delivery system Emotet
began using COVID-19 lures in January 2020;

•

TrickBot, which is associated with Ryuk ransomware,
began using COVID-19 lures in mid-March; and

•

TA505 and the actors behind mailto and Buran
ransomware have also recently followed suit.
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A COVID lure document that drops TrickBot,
which often deploys Ryuk ransomware

Breakdown
of COVID-19
themed malware
campaigns over
the last six weeks
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These types of investments are being considered
canceled as a result of COVID-19

21% of CFO’s have
Cyber security risk as
top concern
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Do you have a Cyber Security budget?
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How do you measure Cyber resilience?
•

Governance, risk and compliance – governance framework which is to
ensure compliance with applicable law, regulations and requirements.
We apply the ISO 27001 standard as a framework for assessing security
governance and the ISO 27005 standard as a framework for assessing
risk. Compliance in this context is covered by PwC's in-depth knowledge
in the field, including knowledge of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR).

•

Process – processes used within the enterprise, including how they are
designed and communicated, and whether they are effective.

•

Awareness – the level of awareness of employees in relation to the
physical, logical and organisational security and compliance levels of the
enterprise.

•

Validation – the ability to identify weaknesses and vulnerabilities with
respect to the physical, logical and organisational security and
compliance levels of the enterprise.

•

Architecture – design, configuration and implementation of solutions
with respect to the physical, logical and organisational security and
compliance levels of the enterprise.
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For further information contact

Mads Nørgaard Madsen
Partner

Natasha Lembke
Partner

Head of Security & Technology

Head of Finance Transformation

E: mads.norgaard.madsen@pwc.com

E: natasha.lembke@pwc.com

PwC digital e-learning training – a strong solution
GDPR e-learning

PwC

Participate in our
Cyber Survey 2020
www.pwc.dk/cs20

Cyber security e-learning
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